


Born and raised in the deep south of Sicily, in the province of Agrigento, Feyra are one of the most prominent musical reali-
ties of the Sicilian and Italian panorama. Just as Sicily has been a land of conquest and encounter of cultures, the music 
of Feyra is a fusion of sounds with a latin, ska, reggae and pop �avour; a unique and recognizable sound that takes no 
account of the musical genre played. 

Feyra was born in Agrigento as “Siciliano Sono” in 2009 and after having established themselves in clubs around Sicily in 
2012 they release their �rst album “Siroko” (Scirocco) which, in full line with the band’s original name, represents the busi-
ness card to the general public and the premise of the real record debut. Very soon thanks to the success of songs like “Di 
neve non ne cade mai”, “Scappa scappa” and “Canto”; they are established in the most famous clubs of the island. 

In 2016 they published the second recording project “Mundo Malo” mixed and mastered in Mexico City by Taño Aneiro, a 
Mexican technical who boasts international collaborations including "Buena Vista Social Club". “Mundo Malo”, containing 
eleven tracks of which four in Spanish, is the son of a vision outside the national borders, a globalist direction and a 
concept album with a social background sarcastic and at the same time light. 

With this recording work, which also boasts the collaboration of Giovanni Buzzurro famous bassist of the Mexican singer 
Lila Downs, the new impulses that begin to make their way inside the Feyra sound represent a de�nite maturation in the 
musical style and lyrics. The album immediately arouses great interest from audiences and critics and contains some of 
the songs that soon became real battle horses (Mundo Malo, Come nacquero le corna, Balla, Giufà ). 

2017 is a year full of satisfactions for the band: in March is the turn of “Esperanza” a mainly acoustic track, a rumba with a 
melancholic melody that accompanies the story of a love story broken by the recent tragedies between snow and Rigopia-
no earthquakes. In November of the same year they publish “Mala politika”. Both individuals have no particular pretensions 
but are the result of an emotional journey and a global vision of the Italy of that period. 

Simultaneously they start working on an energetic, unusual show, created in collaboration with adrià Salas Viñallonga 
frontman of the Catalan band of “La Pegatina”. Thanks also to the next and lucky tour “Fiesta Total” they have exalted the 
powerful live soul. In June 2018 "On the road" comes out a travelling project with a series of live performances strictly acou-
stic that has touched some of the most representative places in Sicily. 

In May 2019, as evidence of the incredible success of the project, the artistic turn of the band is �xed in the change of name 
in “Feyra”. An almost natural choice, but necessary, to clarify that doubt that mistakenly matched the name “Sicilian Sono” 
to folk music. With this choice, aimed at communicating the evolution and musical identity acquired in ten years of career, 
the Feyra announce the release of a new album d’unpublished rich in international guests such as "Che Sudaka", an interna-
tional Catalan band with the likes of “Manu-Chao” and the mexican singer “Olinka“, actress and composer of the Mexican 
reggae scene. 
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Live Show Press Release
A “FIESTA TOTAL”, energetic, unusual, entertaining and danceable. A high quality show that enchants and involves young 
and old. A swirling mix of good mood, smiles and fun in which right from the start, the viewer feels the real protagonist of 
the show. An experience you never want to end.   

Their shows are a swirling mix of fast-paced rhythms combined with gypsy sound contamination, Southern Italy tradition 
and world music. A globalist music full of in�uences, supporting timeless stories, able to embrace, enchant and blow up 
three generations of people under the stage. A concert that breaks every barrier between the stage and the audience 
thanks to the strong theatrical’ of each of the 7 elements of the band. 

Band

LA CUMBIA DELL’AMOR
https://youtu.be/gcU-IuA_T6E

MUNDO MALO
https://youtu.be/RGPAS8861NY

CAMBIAMENTI
https://youtu.be/GbPRNS_cvKc

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcU-IuA_T6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGPAS8861NY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbPRNS_cvKc
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Massimo Costantino
DalVivo Entertainment
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